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Abstract—This paper presents the development of a test rig
for bidirectional 13.56 MHz wireless power using identical back-
to-back Class EF converters. Theoretical principles of bidirec-
tional wireless power are described and an operating chart
representing the range of admissible complex voltages induced
on the active transmit side is introduced. The implementation
is achieved by driving the gate signals of two Class EF coil-
drivers from a signal generator, allowing the relative phase of
the currents in each coil to be controlled. The rig sets a constant
input voltage for each of the two coil-drivers by implementing
a source-sink configuration, emulating a bidirectional DC-DC
conversion stage at each side. This setup can also be used to
test for tuning mismatches and different loading conditions in
the back-to-back Class EF configuration. Experimental results
include bidirectional wireless power transmission of 20 W across
a 13.56 MHz link with 6.56% coupling. The combination of
low coupling factors and moderate power levels enables new
classes of applications that require large air gaps and tolerance
to misalignment such as in micro e-mobility. High efficiency
can be maintained despite changes in coupling factors and load
since active rectification ensures operation at the resonant point
in both tanks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bidirectional wireless power transfer is an increasingly
growing topic of research, with applications ranging from
low-power battery charging for drones [1] to high-power EV-
to-grid applications [2]. In inductive power transfer (IPT) for
unmanned vehicles, bidirectional operation is a convenient
feature which allows a system to either provide power to other
devices or recharge its battery without the need of human
interaction.

One of the key aspects to achieve bidirectionality in IPT
systems is synchronisation: for a system to operate either
as an inverter or a rectifier, the coil current needs to be
respectively at a phase of 0° or 180° with respect to the
induced voltage produced by the other coil, and thus operate
at unity power factor (i.e. no reflected reactances) [3]. Active
rectification allows operation of both tanks at resonance even
with varying coupling factors and loads, enabling operation
at coupling factors as low as 5%. Research has been done
for low-frequency bidirectional systems, e.g. [2], [4]. The
recent efforts in synchronous high frequency inductive power
transfer (HF-IPT) systems have also led to the formulation of
interesting solutions based on the processing of the receiver’s
waveforms, e.g. [5], [6]. Applications for high coupling
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the test rig

(above 10%) bidirectional HF-IPT systems can be found in
[7], [8].

One of the differences of HF-IPT with respect to systems
working in the kilohertz range is the possibility of designing a
system that does not necessarily use magnetically permeable
materials. This is due to the improvement in quality factor of
low inductance coils (<5 µH) in the megahertz range [9]–
[12], which is around 760 in the presented work [13]. A
direct consequence of operating in this frequency range is
the possibility of integration of compact light-weight systems
in a wide number of applications, ranging from consumer
electronics to healthcare and military.

In this paper a solution is shown to assess a bidirectional
HF-IPT system with emulation of an ideal synchronisation
technique and bidirectional DC-DC block obtained through
a source-sink configuration of electronic load and DC power
supply. The DC-DC bidirectional blocks could also be prac-
tically achieved as described in [14]. The presented test rig
allows the assessment and optimisation of the system to be
focused on coil drivers and IPT links.

II. TEST RIG CONFIGURATION

The test rig is comprised of two identical transceivers as
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

The two sides are driven by a common dual channel signal
generator and two independent voltage sources (equipment
models specified in Table I). The voltage source Vdc of the
secondary is connected in parallel with an electronic load
operating in constant voltage (CV) mode to obtain a sink-
source configuration. This step allows each side to be operated



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EQUIPMENT

Instrument Manufacturer, model and specs

Signal generator Aim TTI, TG5011A, dual channel 50 MHz

Oscilloscopes Teledyne Lecroy, HDO4034A, 4 Channels 2.5 GS/s and Teledyne Lecroy, HDO6104A, 4 Channels 10 GS/s

Probes Voltage: Passive Lecroy probes - PMK, PHV 1000 100:1; Curent: Keysight, N2783B

Digital Power Meter Yokogawa, WT332E

DC Power Supplies Agilent Technologies, N8741A (0-300 V, 0-11 A) - Agilent Technologies,U8032A (0-60 V, 0-3 A) for current source and gate drivers

Electronic Load BK Precision, BK8512 (0-500 V, 0-240 A)

(a) IPT Link

(b) Setup including instrumentation

Fig. 2. Test rig pictures

under a regulated DC input voltage, granting the transceivers
the option of working in bidirectional mode.

III. DESIGN OF A BIDIRECTIONAL COIL DRIVER USING
CLASS EF CIRCUITS

The Class EF topology (both transceivers in Fig. 3) is
a commonly employed HF-IPT coil driver due to its high
efficiency at MHz frequencies [15], [16] and its convenience
of only comprising one low side transistor.

This topology is usually designed to operate at constant
duty cycle and frequency (i.e. in open loop), requiring power
throughput control to be implemented in the previous or the
latter stages of the system. This topology can be employed
as an inverter or a rectifier [17], [18], where the direction
of the power flow is determined by the relative polarity of
the magnetic link and the relative phase (±90°) of the coil
currents.

In [18] a load-independent design formulation for this
topology was shown where the transistor drain voltage con-
verges to zero at turn-on independent of the resistive coupled
load. In this work we expand that principle to allow for back-
to-back circuits using this topology, and show that this load-
independent tuning can not only operate as load-independent
inverters but as bidirectional coil drivers that can change the
direction of the power flow by changing the relative phase of
the driving signals of the transceivers by 180° (from 90° to
−90° or conversely).

IV. OPTIMISATION OF THE RELATIVE PHASE

In a system with two coupled ideal inductors (Fig. 4 (a))
with self inductances of L3A and L3B , the voltage across the
primary L3A ) can be obtained as:

vcoilA = L3A

dicoilA
dt

+MAB
dicoilB
dt

, (1)

with icoilA and icoilB being the currents in coils L3A and L3B

respectively, and MAB being the mutual inductance between
them. It is possible to rewrite the system at the primary
side by including the induced voltage by the secondary (vM)
as a function of the secondary coil current. This is shown
in (Fig. 4 (b)). The equations for this rearranged system
representation are given by:

vcoilA = L3A

dicoilA
dt

+ vM, (2)

and vM in (1) can be rewritten to include the coupling factor
(kAB):

vM =MAB
dicoilB
dt

=
(
kAB

√
L3AL3B

) dicoilB
dt

. (3)

In phasor notation1 Equation (3) can be formulated as:

vM = j2πficoilBkAB

√
L3AL3BicoilB , (4)

1Phasors are presented in bold.
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Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of two bidirectional Class EF inverters with the loads modelled as dependent voltage sources.
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assuming sinusoidal currents in the coils with frequencies
ficoilA = ficoilB .

Rearranging (4) in function of the magnitudes of coil
currents icoilA and icoilB and the phase angle of icoilB (θB)
we obtain:

vM = −2πficoilAkAB

√
L3AL3BicoilBsin(θB)

+ j
[
2πficoilAkAB

√
L3AL3BicoilBcos(θB)

]
= 2πficoilAkAB

√
L3AL3BicoilB θB + 90◦.

(5)

From (4) it can be inferred that the real part of vM is
maximised for θB = −90° and minimised for θB = 90°.
These two cases correspond to side B operating respectively
as a receiver and a transmitter with unity power factor.

It is worth noting that this corresponds to the case in
which both sides are at resonance. When this condition is not
satisfied (assuming side A is tuned and side B is detuned), the
required value of θB such that side B works as a rectifier with
unity power factor will be θB < −90° when the resonant tank
of side B is too capacitive and θB > −90° when the resonant
tank of side B is too inductive. A similar process applies for
side B working as a transmitter.

V. ANALYSIS OF OPERATING CHART BASED ON INDUCED
VOLTAGE

Before operating the system it is necessary to determine
the feasible range of operating conditions of the transceivers.
This type of assessment can be performed with a wide number

of criteria, ranging from voltage and current capability of the
components to overall system stability.

In the experimental section of this work the coil
drivers were constructed using 650V, 15A GaN transistors
(GS66504B), the component values of the inverter used in [1],
and a fixed Vdc of 60V (the boards are shown in Fig. 2).
With respect to the admissible load range, expressed in terms
of the magnitude and phase of the induced voltage, a thermal
boundary was set as the device temperature reaches 70 °C.
The operating chart based on induced voltage is illustrated in
Fig. 5. The two main cases that contribute to power losses are
when the drain-voltage is different than zero at turn-on (hard-
switching in Fig. 5) and reverse conduction of the device.
There are also cases of low-frequency oscillation in proximity
of the hard-switching conditions where the temperature did
not reach the 70 °C limit, however these results were not
included in the admissible induced voltage range.

It is possible to notice an unbalance in positive and negative
portions for the feasible scenarios boundary, which suggest
a slight detuning of the resonant tank, which is expected
since the converters are operating at a lower voltage than
their original design (77V), thus slightly changing the tuning
due to the transistors nonlinear Coss .

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The same transceivers (A and B) are used in six different
scenarios to show the system operating as an inverter and as
an active rectifier for a fixed coupling of 6.56% and varying
power factors. The system manages to transfer an average
of 21.5W with and efficiency of 71.1% when θ = ±90°
(Fig. 6). In these two cases the switching waveforms of the
drain node for both A and B showcase how the time-reversed
signal is associated with the two separate cases of power
delivery and reception. As reported in the literature [17], there
is potential to achieve better efficiency with this technology
for higher input voltages and power levels or by employing
coils with higher Q, however for this specific design the
standby power of each transceiver is close to 5 W, making it
difficult to achieve better efficiencies in a 20 W system.

It is possible to observe how the vdsB waveform changes
in the first three plots of Fig. 6 when side B transmits power,
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exhibiting hard switching for θ < 90° and approaching diode
conduction for θ > 90°. Hard switching is still visible in the
θ = 90° case, implying that there is too much capacitance
on side A. This could be compensated with minor changes
in relative phase. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the
last 3 plots, however hard-switching for θ < −90° is less
noticeable.

As shown in Fig. 6 the system has a performance which is
independent of the direction of power for unity power factors,
since the output power and DC-DC system efficiency are
practically the same for θ = 90° and θ = −90°.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work a test rig structure for the attainment of
experimental results to evaluate the transceivers and link of a
bidirectional HF-IPT system was described. The sink-source
at both ends, which emulates a bidirectional DC-DC con-
verter, and the dual channel signal generator, which provides
the synchronisation between the two transceivers, allow the
experiments to be focused exclusively on the performance
of the transceivers and the link. Bidirectional operation of a
Class EF coil driver is demonstrated at a fixed coupling of
6.56 % for variable power factors and power levels up to
20 W.
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